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Abstract: Design-based research, when taking place within research practice partnership, leads 

to an essential tension between the interventionist nature of educational design and a 

commitment to praxis. We encountered this tension within a DBR project to design a 

computational science exhibit within a science museum, and in this paper, we highlight how 

paying attention to praxis shifted our epistemological enframings and methodologies of our 

work. Moving away from a device-centered approach focused solely on the design of the 

exhibit, we show how listening carefully to museum facilitators led to the recognition of their 

hidden labor, and helped us to explicitly position the museum facilitators as co-designers.  

Introduction and background 
Design Based Research (DBR) acknowledges the intertwined nature of educational designs and practice and is 

expected to lead to contributions in both practice and theory (McKenney & Reeves, 2012). This paper addresses 

an essential tension at the heart of DBR: rather than focusing exclusively on the interventionist nature of 

educational design, DBR taking place within Research Practice Partnerships (RPPs) also demands attention to 

supporting longer-term relationships and understanding the roles and experiences of the researchers and 

practitioners working together for mutual benefit (Penuel et al., 2015). Our work arises from our lived-in 

experiences of the tension between these two foci within a multi-year RPP in a science museum, illustrating how 

the work of the facilitators drew our attention away from the materiality of the designed environment to the 

complexity of praxis causing a shift in the theoretical and analytical foci of the researchers. Failing to attend to 

relationships, hierarchies and the meaningful actions of all involved as part of the design or reform activity, leaves 

the status quo intact and constrains the possibilities for real and meaningful change in educational settings 

(Carlone & Webb, 2006). This is especially important given that informal STEM education scholars rarely focus 

on the work of museum facilitators, and the literature largely views facilitators through a deficit lens and as 

needing more training (Ji et al., 2016; Tran et al. 2019). The spectre of technocentrism (Papert, 1980) – the fallacy 

of referring all questions about technology to the technology itself, rather than inquiring about the socially, 

historically and institutionally constructed meanings and experience of technology – looms large in the field of 

computing education (Sengupta et al., 2021). This emphasizes device-level engagements (Rosner, 2018; see also 

Ames, 2019), orienting our attention primarily toward the software/hardware involved, rather than the complexity 

of the participants’ experiences. In informal STEM education research, the emphasis on device-level engagements 

is evident in the form of a focus on the effectiveness of the designed technologies and exhibits (see for example, 

Horn et al., 2009), which obscures the complexity of the work of facilitation (Ozacar et al., 2020).   

Given this background, our work seeks to identify and understand the work of facilitators in the design 

process as mediated praxis (Gutiérrez & Vossoughi, 2010), where “changes in practice necessarily involve 

changes in the ways we think about practice [and] individual shifts in thinking and participation influence (and 

are influenced by) changes in the activity itself.” (p. 105). We ask the following research question: How did 

paying attention to the complexity of praxis shift our methodological approach and the underlying epistemological 

metaphors in design-based research in our work?  We argue that listening (Schön, 1983) to facilitators’ voices 

plays an essential role in the context of design in informal science centers and museums, and present an 

investigation of the epistemological and methodological shifts that result from centering their work and their 

voices in the context of a multi-year RPP.  Our work illustrates how, by listening to the facilitators rather than 

continuing our own, initial, device-centered approach to design, we were able to identify the hidden labor of 

facilitators. Our work builds on Star and Ruhleder (1996), who argued that support systems or infrastructures that 

are locally relevant and develop over time are essential to the long-term sustainability of innovations, and that it 

is often in moments of conflict between or breakdown of these support systems - a phenomenon that they termed 

“infrastructuring” - that infrastructures become visible. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the 

epistemological and axiological implications of our methodological shift. 
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 Context, data, and method 
This paper reports an ongoing, multi-year RPP with a science museum around the design, visitor experience and 

facilitation of a public computing exhibit called Hack the Flock. At Hack the Flock, visitors can interact with a 

simulation of flocking, in which boids (bird-droids) continuously shift and flock around the screen, moving in 

relation to other moving boids according to three forces (Reynolds, 1987): alignment (trying to steer in the same 

direction as neighbors), cohesion (trying to move towards the centroid of the flock), and separation (trying to keep 

some distance between itself and other flockmates). Visitors can use the computer terminal to directly change 

those forces through changing the underlying code and parameters for color, shape, speed, and size, and images. 

We collected data in multiple forms: a) field notes of researchers who participated as both facilitators 

and observers of visitors’ interactions, b) video recordings of visitors’ and facilitators’ interactions with the 

visualization, code, and other elements of the exhibit, c) interviews with museum facilitators about their 

experiences with the exhibit, and d) video recordings of museum facilitators taking part in design meetings. Visitor 

interactions with the exhibit ranged in length from a few minutes to over an hour. We adopted interpretive and 

phenomenographic approaches for the analysis. Phenomenography focuses on identifying participants’ enframing 

of situations, and an object or an event, in this view, must be interpreted in light of the “complex of the different 

ways it might be experienced” (Marton & Booth, 1996, p. 538). Our interpretive analysis (Thorne et al., 1996) 

relied on analytic frameworks to accommodate both participants’ enframings as well as disciplinary enframings. 

In our context, disciplinary enframings included theoretical constructs such as device-level engagements and 

infrastructuring, and interpretive analysis involved inductively refining the match between our data and the 

conceptualizations implied by these constructs, which also guided how we selected the cases. Our findings 

illustrate the chronological shift in our stances from device-centeredness to a more praxis-centered approach, and 

illustrate how this resulted in us learning to value what we later termed improvisational infrastructuring through 

acknowledging and centering the complexity of praxis in DBR.  

Findings 

Recognizing infrastructuring  
Prior to the installation, our stance was design-based researchers was device-centered, as our focus during the 

pilot testing phase (Nov 2016 – Jan 2018) was entirely focused on designing and improving software and hardware 

components of the exhibit based on a series of six user testing sessions, with minimal involvement of the 

facilitators. After the exhibit was installed in March 2018, collecting initial facilitation and visitor interaction data 

required the research team and administrators from the science museum to work together, and it was during this 

phase that we began to notice institutional constraints and expectations that facilitators had to navigate. This was 

our first encounter with infrastructuring (Star & Ruhleder, 1996), i.e., breakdowns in support systems around the 

exhibit.  Firstly, a job requirement for museum facilitators at this science centre was that they were expected to 

roam around the galleries to help guests and they were not supposed to spend longer periods of time (beyond a 

few minutes at the most) at any one exhibit. Therefore, collecting video observations of facilitators and visitors 

working together meant that a facilitator had to be specifically stationed at the exhibit (requiring another facilitator 

to work and cover their typical duties, atypical for this science museum) and availability of facilitators was 

adversely affected by shrinking budgets and high turnover – a commonly noted issue in museum education (Moore 

et al. 2020). Furthermore, inconsistent training sessions meant that some facilitators who were scheduled to spend 

time at Hack the Flock (and were therefore eligible to consent to be part of the research) had never worked at 

Hack the Flock previously or received training from researchers or museum staff on the exhibit. 
The infrastructuring that resulted from issues was quickly visible as data collection began. Facilitators 

generally did not like the exhibit, as facilitation was difficult due to lack of experience, time, and training. Some 

discomfort with the topic of coding and technical difficulties with the first exhibit iteration, such as needing to 

reset it if a visitor “broke” the code, compounded the negative viewpoint of the exhibit. In fact, before they were 

scheduled to spend blocks of time at the exhibit, some facilitators actively avoided facilitating the exhibit 

(Interview, Ashley, Jul 2019). Facilitators felt that they had been “thrown into” the exhibit without any training 

(Interview, Kaitlynn, Aug 2019), the physical interface was difficult to use (multiple facilitator interviews, Jul-

Aug 2019), and had only been able to have a few good, extended interactions with visitors (multiple facilitator 

interviews, Jul-Aug 2019). Thus, their institutional regulations, coupled with negative personal experiences, 

oriented them away from Hack the Flock. And yet, even in our observations, it became increasingly clear that the 

most important factor shaping the quality of visitor experiences at Hack the Flock was not the exhibit itself, but 

the work that facilitators do to support it. We began to notice hidden work that facilitators did while at the exhibit, 

even in cases where the facilitators themselves had little or no prior experience in working with the exhibit and/or 

code. It was at this point that our research interests pivoted from exhibit redesign to the hidden work that 
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 facilitators were doing to make the exhibit “work” - an ontological innovation (DiSessa & Cobb, 2004) we later 

termed facilitator infrastructuring. This work was largely invisible to the researchers until they spent extended 

time in the field and strengthened relationships with the facilitators, and we describe this next. 

Improvisational infrastructuring as hidden design work, and centering facilitator voice 
The complexity of facilitator infrastructuring emerged from their interviews and observations of their interactions 

with visitors, and a common form of infrastructuring involved improvising in the moment to deal with challenging 

situations with visitors. For example, Janelle used experimentation – a strategy that she would usually use with 

other exhibits - when she could not remember the results of a particular code change, noting: “So I'll be like, with 

a kid when I forget, I just kind of experiment. So I'm like, let's see what happens when we do this. I was like, oh, 

what if we do the opposite?” (Interview, Jan 2019). Other strategies included selectively emphasizing certain 

 aspects of the code over others, based on the facilitators’ own conceptual difficulties with the computational 

representations and abstractions (e.g., difficulties with “breaking” the code unintentionally) (Interview, Jan 2019). 

While not voiced as design ideas, these comments provide insight into which aspects of the exhibit were used to 

draw visitors in or were well-understood by facilitators, and which were confusing. These insights could lead to 

changes in code order, better explanations of existing lines of code, or new additions to the exhibit that were more 

“visible” and “fun” for visitors. With continuous prompting from the PhD students, facilitators also offered new 

design ideas for the exhibit and its surrounding infrastructure based on their experiences facilitating at Hack the 

Flock. For example, facilitators mentioned wanting more images and a facilitation guide that would be full of 

explanations and images to help both visitors and facilitators be able to more deeply explore the exhibit.  
More important than the design ideas, however, was the creation of a community of practice (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991) around Hack the Flock that showed promise of persisting even after the researchers had left. 

Facilitators began to self-organize around the exhibit, creating a sense of community and increasing feelings of 

ownership, both over the exhibit and in the research project more generally. They were eager to help each other 

learn about the exhibit, often teaching each other in lieu of formal training or depending on researchers or exhibit 

designers who were not always available to them: “Even if I can't remember, I can ask my teammates to help me 

out and we can… all teach each other.” (Interview, Ashley, Aug 2019). Facilitators shared new code changes with 

visitors, the researchers, and other facilitators, both in-person and via institutional and social media, such as when 

Hilda (July, 2019) created her new “favourite colour” using RGB colour representation and told the researcher to 

write it down before running off to find another facilitator in the gallery to show off her creation.  

Making space for facilitators as co-designers 
During Dec 2019, our goal was to run multiple 1-hour design meetings specifically for facilitators so that they 

could collaboratively reflect on their experiences at Hack the Flock and brainstorm potential solutions to the 

challenges they voiced throughout the project.  Our design meeting had two components: firstly, at the request of 

facilitators throughout the project, the researchers gave a review of the data they had collected so far, what 

analyses were ongoing, and what future research directions might look like. For the rest of the time, facilitators 

worked in small groups to brainstorm exhibit improvements, in which drew upon their extensive experience to 

make a wide variety of design suggestions, encompassing everything from hardware components and props to 

new ways of inviting visitors to engage with Hack the Flock. Some suggestions included using a prop from a 

previous exhibit that explained RGB colour representation; a touchscreen interface, creating challenge cards, 

easter eggs, competition modes, and ways to save and display work; an easier way to reset broken code; and 

incorporating explanations of real-world applications of computing (video recordings and written documents, 

design meetings, Dec 2019). Their understandings of the exhibit extended beyond its hardware and software and 

were grounded in the need for interaction between visitors and facilitators. These design meetings also provided 

a space where multiple perspectives on the exhibit could exist simultaneously, such as those from the researchers 

as well as those of the facilitators who had to work with it on a daily basis. As Jasmine (Video recording, facilitator 

design meeting, Dec 2019) explained, having the researchers explain why they had designed Hack the Flock to 

use text-based code in this way and what they were hoping to learn from the exhibit was something she could 

understand and respect. At the same time, she and other facilitators were having difficulties “jumping right in” to 

the exhibit with visitors. Understanding and acknowledging these different viewpoints meant that facilitators and 

researchers could then engage in joint work together to design solutions to problems that could align with both of 

them - finding new ways for visitors and facilitators to interact with the exhibit that would not compromise the 

epistemology of computing that researchers wanted to promote.  
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 Discussion: Intertwined shifts in epistemology and methodology 
Our findings showcase the ways in which the move away from device-centeredness led to space in which mediated 

praxis (Gutiérrez & Vossoughi, 2010) could take place, promoting “expansive forms of learning in which 

individual and collective zones of proximal developments coalesce” (p. 111) and causing both facilitators and 

researchers to “act a head taller than themselves”, moving the current project and the RPP towards a new, future 

form.  The implications for centring praxis are both epistemological and methodological, extending far beyond 

reductionist accounts of accommodating or negotiating institutional challenges, and bringing into light the hidden 

labor of practitioners who enliven the designers’ innovations. The epistemological shift involved moving away 

from centring materiality of the exhibit and intentionality of designers to more deeply considering who takes part 

in design, especially given that it is the labor of the facilitators that enlivens the exhibit. From an axiological 

perspective, one could then reframe the iterative core of DBR in RPPs as an ongoing quest to reflect upon our 

own roles as researchers and designers in contexts of praxis, by continually seeking to center the hidden 

complexities of the labor that constitutes praxis rather than solely foregrounding designers’ intentionalities.  
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